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The Northeastern PRINT

Last week the Curriculum Council had a
change of heart when it was discussing the
structured curriculum which it intends to
recommend to the Faculty Senate. The
week before they had more or less decided
not to follow state requirements for certification when formulating the structure.
However, at the last meeting many people
who had voted for that idea last week were
swayed to believe education majors should
have a curriculum that follows the certification requirements. What has been established then is a two part structured program. The Liberal Arts people will have
. a basic program, under this proposal, that
doesn't follow the state guidelines wl\ich
education majors would have a different set
of requirements that followed the certification lines.
"This doesn't exclude the possibility of a
recommendation for a ·non-structured curriculum proposal also being sent to the Faculty Senate." This was Dr. Zegger's response when told of the rumor that was running around after the latest Wednesday afternoon meeting. The PRINT heard that
the Council was not going to consider an
unstructured curriculum at all.
· "This isn't true. The ·council decided
when it starteo to.deal with a structured pro. posal first and then consider a non structured or no-curriculum proposal. We
haven't as yet finished with the structured
one." Dr. Zeggcr explained further that if

there aren't any· further reversals of opinions the council should finish up this week.
(fhey meet again today .)
The council has tentatively worked out
the Liberal Arts curriculum and will spend
today constructing the Education curriculum. Hopefully, it will decide on the nonstructured .question. "Everyone on the
council is in agreement that the recommendation should be finished as soon as possible," said Dr. Zegger, while hoping things
are going to be wrapped up soon.
The council has done some interesting
things with the first part of the structured
curriculum proposal (the one for Liberal
Arts}. It was going to follow the guidelines
set down in Proposal A which would include around 35 hours of requirements in
the areas of English, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities apd Foreign Language. The council has modified this pro- ·
gram and cut it down to an even 30 hours.
This is their tentative draft of the proposal:
Natural Sciences 9 hrs
· Social Sciences 9 hrs
H11111anities 12 hrs
30

Included in the Natural Sciences is
Mathematics. The inclusion of Math is a
change from Proposal A . The Humanities
has twefvc hours because the Foreign Language has been put in that broad area.
Ertglish conaposition has been dropped
from tbc basic requirements.

. . _
fhere is an interesting thing to note
about this tentative ·program. It eliminates
the mandatory Language requirements for
the Liberal Arts student because he can
take the Humanities requirements in other
disciplines and still meet his 12 hours. The
language requirement has been a hot question at Northeastern and elsewhere'5rid if
this proposal stays intact there will be much
debate over that issue.
Bob Hewitt, the only student member of
the council, had an insight about the attitude of the Curriculum Council toward a
non-structured curriculum. "They seem
obligated to discuss it because of the All
College Conference, but aren't really
serious about it." He believes if the council
doesn't include a no-curriculum proposal
in its recommendation they will definitely
ask for an experimental program to be set
up to study the effects of a non-structed cur- .
riculum on students.
He was pleased to see the structured proposal broken up into two parts because
"otherwise we might have had one curriculum with about 45 hours required." -This
way at least the Liberal Arts students get a
break if that proposal finally gets approved.
Bob will continue to push for the inclusion of a non-structured proposal. in the
recommendation that will be sent to the
Faculty Senate.

·PRINT POLLS
FA.CULTY ON
C· URRICULUM

tured proposal. They differed in opinion as
to exactly what tyre of rrorosal was
proffer for NISC.
I had some rather lengthy but interesting
discussions with certain (acuity members
and unfortunately had to cut short talks
with others. Most 9f the faculty members
wanted their remarks made off the record.
Here is my attempt to capsulize some of
the various opinions expressed:
'There are many shades of opinion between those favoring the basic curriculum
as it stands and those favoring no basic curriculum. The problem is to get these groups
in the middle to agree on one proposal with
a minimum of required hours yet which will
also allow for the choice of the students."
"I am for an unstructured curriculum. It
will place more responsibility on the students."
"Just because the student is freer does
· not necessarily mean that he is more re- sponsible."
"I would rather have a 30 hour basic program which allows for greater freedom than
what the students have now."
"Just because our present structured
curriculum is bad, that is no reason for abandoning it alt9gether for the totally unstructured curriculum. What we should do
is to make all~wances for freedom within
our present structure."
·
"I don't see why we should change.
We've got the experimental college program which already allows for much ·freedom."
·
"We're not being fair to the students. We
must present some type of direction, and
allow for the freedom of choice of the stu-

~~:

can live with anything. It's the implementation of any one program that we
must consider. How much more will it cost
if students are free to choose any course
they want throughout their college lifeJ
The original objective of this. poll ~as · We'll. need much more classroom space
to sample faculty opinion on a structured than what we have now."
"We must study the consequences of any
ground in television, some of which include or non-structured curriculum. Originally,
radical change we make. There are parts of
Assistant to N BC's supervisor of Chil- 600 faculty members were to be polled.
What it amounted to was . interviews
our present curriculum which I think we
dren's Programs, Dr. Frances Horwich, in
should keep. We need some structure."
which he organized and conducted studies With 100 faculty meinbers. This is quite
"We must study all the facts before formrelating to children's programs in schools, impossible in the two days that I was giving any definite opinion or making any deficolleges, and universities, and among par- en for this assignment.
Realizing that this proposed "poll" was
nite changes."
ents and teachers throughout the United
"I am for the curriculum as it stands with
States; executive prQducer, Learning Re- . going to turn ·into a survey of informal
sources ·institute, New York for produc, discussions with various faculty ·members~ a few .minor changes. Let's look at it logically and retain its goa:_d point."
tion of the initial instructional television 1 decided to question 50 of them. and only
"I am in favor of at least a 30 hour basic
courses for MPATI (Midwest Program on capsulize their opinions.
Airborne Television Instruction Inc.); As- · · There is no way that the opinions ex- ·curriculum. Some basic curriculum is
needed for the student. We must build a
sistant Director of Course Development pressed could tit into any neat set of catefoundation."
and Evaluation Division of the MPATI, gories. There is also no way that I could
"A" no-curriculum curriculum is, -in my
Memorial Center, Purdue University; and present the ·opinions in their proper con:_ opinion, a license for mediocrity."
Coordinator of Series VI courses · for text.
I found that most of the faculty merri• ·
"Some type of basic curriculum, perhaps
MPATI, including preliminary planningbers found the idea of staying with our
less than we now have, is essential to a stuand development of courses in Guid_a nce,
dent's education."
Professional Education, English Liter- present 62 basic houf curriculum rather
"In the spirit of an 'experimental colature, Art, French Audio Tapes, and Basic distasteful. Most of them also did not like
the·idea of an absolutely unstructured prolege' I think we should try a no-curriculum
Economics.
gram.
..
·
•
ptan·on a trial basis."
·
The vast majority of faculty members
"I ·can't see how we're going to turn out
wanted some type of · structure between
any less rounded people than we're turning
the present basic program and the unstrucout now."

DR. STAM-P S APPOINTED TO
HIGHER ED COMMITTEE
Dr. Charles H. Stamps, Director of
Learning Services at Northeasterrt, was
recently appointed to the Committee on
Humanities and the Arts (Committee Z of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education).
The Committee is directed to assess graduate and professional education in this field
for the State of Illinois. The purpose of the
study wUI be to gather information and develop recommendations for policy and action. The Committee's final report will be
delivered to the Board to assist in planning
for an efficient but adequate number and
variety of graduate degree. programs to accommodate the future needs of the State.
Dr. Stamps received his Ph. D from
Northwestern University in the School of
Speech, Fields of Radio and Television,
Public Speaking, and Cultural Anthropology and Sociology. He has an extensive back-

ADULT FINDS PROBLEMS
ON COLLE-G E CAMPUS
arrived at Wh./214 to find posted on the
by Mamie Fournier

Eighteen-year-old collegiates have problems. They have to make decisions in maj~. ·c areers and emotions. They are withdrawing from the family circle and growing
around the campus quadrangle.
The biggest problem the person in midtwenties has to deal with in returning ·to
school are handling ttiese eighteen-year-old
egocentrics. rebels and lovers. The student
in the late teens is just emerging from adolescence and the narcissism of -youth. T.he
student campus rebd often represents ,the
questioning and probing of -the young
minds. The often-times public displays ,of
affection in student foyers 'and lounges are
examples of their emotional battles. These
young people are in various stages of finding themselves and developing into the
types of citizens they will make.
A gripe on one college man·s side---he
justifiably resents the girls who go to school
maintaining the minimum grade point'average in order to hold college standing--3.00.
She has the "we're young ladies now .. attitude and the sole intent of going to college
to get a man. The men are struggling to stay
i!l t<;> finish educations before being drafted.
Campus Comedy Off-Color-A coed was
registered in education . She struggled
through the red tape of sectioning. Her
schedule mis-ltst~d French/Wh. 214 . She

-- "
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~
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front door--Men's Room. A fellow, graduate of course, came out of Wh./214 asking,
"What you majoring in, men?" H0wever,
the college m;rn makes a retake of-the midtwenties miss who has returned•to school.
There is a certain degree of respect to be
found between them.
On the other hand. according to a certain
young lady in the NISC cafeteria. "There
are boys who are'in school strictly to avoid
the draft .··
Students who go through their school
years with definite goals and a ·"not-uptight-- l\ttitude are more likely to be successful than indecisive collegiates ,who attend
college because their parents -did or didn't .
In their teens. students have not had the opportunities of actually working in a field in
which they are inte,rested. By the time this
student reaches his mid-twenties he should
have had some experience of-worki!lg in his
major field which would give him an advantage in decision-making over the teen-age
collegiate.
Students who manage to avoid the temptation of taking amphetamines (pep pills)
will be. the better for it. Pep pills have been
proven to result in paranoia. delusions of
grandeur. heart attackes and brain damage .
By the ti me the student has reached his midtwenties. being tempted to take kicks should
be mi! of his SJIStem. (continued on page 4}
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GOING TO DOWNEY
JANUARY? ·

IN

"Angiography.' ... "electroencephalography.' ...
pneumoencephalography" ... 11electrophysiology"

look those up in your Fu11k andWag■all's
GO TO ,DOWNEY AND REALLY LEARN WHAT THEY
MEAN, AND ,MUCH MORE.•.
I

,

At Down,ey _you can spend an. entire trimester ~~rking on a project
of your choice. There ore over twenty projects (see the Experimental ·
CoJlege BulJetin Board outside 0- 104 for a co.mplete listing, induding ,recently added projects in biochemistry and token economy
psychotherapy,} to 'Choose from, rdnging from physics and math
through biology ond biochemistry to psychotherapy and mental
health. Or, you may create your own project with the approval of
the research and education committee. Also, while you pursue your
interest, Downey provides free room and board. And if enough
studerts •from Northeastern are interested, the h_
o spital wm set
aside an entire building for their use as living quarters, ·seminar
areas, etc. The educational, basic research and patient care opportunities are almost limitless. Are you interested? See Joe Troiani,
Dr. Vic Dufour or Dr. Stan Martindale.
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"The theory of a free press is thut the
truth will emerge from free reporting and
free discussion, not that it will be presented perfectly and instantly in any one
account." - Walter Lippman

BEA
VER REPLIES3)TO
SACHS
To the Editor of Print:
The president says we were supposed ·
1 have read the ~rti cle (Print , November to show that the "...actions represented po5, 1969) recounting the Board's final deci- litical supp~ion."
sion in the Law rence case, which 0cohsists
COMMENT. We were to consider the
mainly of a statemen.t by President Sachs charges of political suppression, yes, but we
released to Print. While I do not enjoy were also to consider the fourth charge,
doing so, I feel compelled in my capacity as having to do with pure academic freedom,
C hai rman of the Lawrence H earing Com- and it was on this issue that the committee
mittee to comment on 1'he president's re- supported Dr. Lawrence. That we do not
lease. The President says four things which find evidence for all of Lawrence's charges
I wish to touch upon .
.
is hard ly the point.
.
·
1) He says, " It
the function of the
4),The president says that .he was faced
campus Hearing «;omr,nittee to discover with "deciding between contradictory recand present prim;i facie ~vidence ..."
ommendations of a department ahd 'an ad
.
, '.
COMMENT. Thi~is .\iot the case at all. hoc faculty committee."
President Sachs. riiay have intend~ this as
COMMENT. It is only ih a ~lJperficial
our functi on, but he also directed that we sense t~at the recornmend~\ions iwere "c onproceed under ,1968 ' AAUP Guidelines. tradictory . , The depart11_1ent was feCOmNowhere in the 1968 AAUP Guidelines is mending simple termination of a .non-tenit stated that the committee's fu~ction is to ured facultv member. We were '<1$)sed to
"discover and pr~~~~t" eviden'ce. The coril- judge whet her that reco!11mendation
mittee hears the evidence presented by the abridged Lawrence's acade:i:nic. freedqm.
complainant (Dr. Lawrence) and by the ad- These are different questions. They are
ministration, and reaches a conclusion not comparable :
·
'
·
. based on that evidence. 1
Some of the preceding points are stated
2) "that the reas:,ns give~ by the depart- and developed in the committ~•~ ~ ''Rement were not the real reasons ..."
·
sponse" to the president's :rejecti(im of Ol}r
COMMENT. ·1r the committee's func- recommendation last summer; others in the
tion was to show that the "reasons given by more recent statement to the Board of Govthe department were NOT the real rea- ernors accompanyi ng:our 7- 1 reaffirmatio n
sons," we did indeed fail. The plain fact is of the original decision, following their
that the committee decided that the reason
statement supporting President Sachs.
give n by the department WAS the real rea- Since none of these documents has enjoyed
son for letting Lawrence go, and it was on
public release, it is quite possible that some
precisely these grounds that the committee
interested students and faculty would draw
considered Lawrence's academic freedom
misleading ·conclusions from the presiabridged.
dent's release, reported in the November 5
The reason .given by the department was
Print.
that Dr. Lawrence's !~aching .methodology
In any event, I cannot in good conand technique were incompatible with that
science, and as chairman of t he committee,
of the department. In the absence of any
permit the above passages from the ·presievidence presented to the contrary, the
dent's letter to pass without comment. I
committee had no choice but to accept that
might add that though I have written on my
reason, and it found that to)et Lawrence go · own, w hat I have written has the endorsefor that reason was an abndgement of acament of the Lawrence Hearing Committee.
J ,,, • •
! .
) .
}'. ..
J
••
demic freedom, because evidence was inJoseph _o.Beaver
troduced that the ·rriethcidology an·d technique he adv_o c ~ted ~e~e academica lly acChairman, Lawrence H earing Committee
ceptable and souncj.
· .
·

PRINT SAYS:

ias

LIBRARY GETS IT AGAIN!
A university or .c ollege that publicizes
th at it offers a masters degree program must
be prepared to face various problen;i~ that
might arise from ha,vjng· that prog ram in
existence.
A problem has arisen which this institutio n must face. The problem is our librar y. All students need to consult books.
This is especia lly true of graduate students
who are expected to do extt.nsive amounts
of research from primary and secondary
sources which should be in our library.
It has recently come to m y attention that
many of our history professors have ordered certain books for courses which they
teach or plan to teach in the future. Man y of
these books h ave arrived but are not to be
fo und on the shelves. Where are they? Rumor has it that they are in the basement
be neath the library waiting to be catalogued. Rumor also has it that this proce-
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CURRICULUM COUNCIL
When the C~rriculum ·council meets today, lets hope they
will finish the work before them. In their haste however, they
should not forget to include in their recommendation to th_e
Faculty Senate an unstructured program. The referendum vote
that followed the All College Conference, showed there is sizable support in the community for a no-curriculum basic program of.g eneral education.-This sentiment should not be ignored.
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du i-e might take as long as a . year to complete.
.
. .
In 'the mean time, the system by ·which
.the library places books on the shelves
causes a great hardship to ali students b ut
especially to the grad uate history students,
many of whom work all day and then have
to chase around at night to different libraries seeking materia l.
,
I would think that some equitab le solu"
tion could be worked out so that these books
could be placed on the shelves where they
belong and where they will be used. I also
believe that a college library should be open
until at least 5:00 P.M. on Saturday and
Sunday. Perhaps God rested on the seventh
day but students have been known to read
and write on these days.
Thank you ,
Allan Pinchouck
Graduate Student in H istory

OIARK O VS KY PENS AN OTHER
Since we had an activities period on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at I p .m. this is the
easiest and most practical way of having departmental members atte~d the meetings.
Since there are no classes held at that time.
After all, I can not be in two places at the
same time .
Now , I strongly suggest since you arr
tenured, and I am not, that you take the time
out to write a textbook which will meet the
needs of this course calted Introduction to
Now you and Mr. Wenzlaff have given to
Music. It may even get you admitted to
me a teaching schedule which I royally
membership into the American Society of
abide by. On Monday, November 17. 1969,
Composers, Authors , and Publishers of
I have a three o'clock class . This is a conwhich I am a member. I might even reco mtractural obligation I owe to the State of
mend you to membership. If I think the
Illinois. not to you or -Mr. Wenzlaff. I will
book is worth while.
noi'a"fieiia.:. :·. ·, ·:·:·:···:·'";·;; :· ;····•· · .._. .... ,;-·•·'" , •• , • • , . • :Yi]Iis. <;: parkovsky

I received your memo about a meeting
you called for to be held on Monday, November 17, 1969 at 3 p .m. in the Music
Building .
Now you have called for meetings since
July, 1968 . This reminds me of a tribal Indian chief. UGH! " Big Powwow." UGH!
Callum council of war. UGH! Mow to
teach um course called Introduction to Music.
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PRINT

receive, free, anything from Automatique's Hot
Food Mach ine . Pat receives the some prize .
In case you care, this rog is printed ot Northeastern Illinois State College, Bryn Mawr and
St. Louis, Ch icago. Opinions expressed herein
ore not those of the adm inistration, etc . etc .
You know that line by heart.

Gong, it's getting toward the end of the
trimester, and, we've been taking much more

than the usual amount of harassment from you
people. lately, we've beeT1 gett;ng a lot of moil
addressed to Editor Jeff Provus and Sports
editor Bill Boker. We ore very hord workers.
down here, and we think that we deserve o
little credit for our dedication .
Now the problem is that most of you don' t
even know the names of our staff, but you
remember stuff like famous athletes and astronauts and junk. Let's make things RELEVANT for
o change. So here' s what we"re gonna do. This
week, notice that the staff is listed, for the first
time in thirty-one weeks, in corrl?Ct fashion. Alf
names and t itles are co'rrect. We ask that you

please clip out this box and save it for future
reference, since ne)(t week, we'U be presenting

o special Fill-in-the-blanks staff bo><, and there'll
be lots of groovy prizes. The week ofter, there
will be either b matching quiz o r' an es,ay exam .
By the way, our special apologies to Geri
Lesniak, Ester Lev, and Steve Mandell. They know
why.

to

Last week's contest is still on . The fir5t person
bring Pa t Padovano to our office will

Editor .. .. ................................. .. Ken Davis
Business Manager . . ....... . . . . .. . . .. . Larry Spaeth
Manag ing Ed itor .. ........ .... ........ Lynn Musson
Photography Editor ..... . . . . . ...... . . . Roger Bader
Sports Editor . . ....... .. ..... . ........ ... Dave Green
Makeup Associates ................... Sue Gaspar,
Moura George
Photographer .......................... Bill Spreitzer
Circulation Editor .. . . .. ..... . ...... Mickey Sagrillo
Stoff: Col Biddle, Cindy Dubas, Melodt Cobleigh, M ike G ilmore, Madeline Poster, Ma rnie
Fournier, Fronk Konrad, Al Porks, Tom Raleigh,
Fred English, Rich Sears, and others.
DEPARTMENTS
Corey's Place,. ... ....... . .. . ...... .... .. Gene Corey
Mondo Crypto .. .. .... . .... .Gory-Dale Stockmann
Nature Corner . . .... : ................... M.l.Sagrillo
Wireless Exp ress ..... ... . . ...... .. .. Hal Bluelhmon
CELEBRITIES
Special Pho tographic Consultant ... .. . ... . . ...... .
.. . . .. ..... .. ..... . .................. . .......... Les Klug
Special P!.otographic Consultant's Ass't ........ ..
.. ... . . . . . .. . . . ..... .. . ........ . ...... Glenn Tnorensen
PRINTce .. .. ..... ...... ................... Bob Hewitt
PRINTcess .......... ..... . ............. . ... Esther Le11
Our Hero .... . ........ ............. .. .. Bemie forber
Be rn ie Farber's understudy .. . .. ..... Steve Sonds
Philosopher . ...................... .. : . . .. Joe Weirich
Sponsor ... .... . . ...... . ........... . .. .. ... E.M.liebow

,.,
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FORUM: P 1\RT ~11continued

from page 3)

STERN ON .UNDERCOVER
CAMPUS AGENTS
"The case of William Frapolly points out
the extent to w h ich government agencies
are determined t9 stamp out dissent in
America. Let us be perfectly clear that pa- trolman William Frapolly was not only
gathering information about SOS and ·o ther
radical groups, but was also a classi1; agent
provacateur. William Frapolly constantly
urged his radical friends to engage in illegal
and violent actions for the purpose of legal
ent_r~ppment. Patrolman Frapolly was paid
$9,000 per year to betray _the many people
who genuinely like hirp , in
e o·f his personal shortcomings.
It seems clear that we are · nessin_g the
emergence of police undercover agents
who deliberately forment violence and
riots for the purpqse of providing justification for police repression and legal harassment. Several years' ago there was a plot to
blow up the Statue of Liberty and the deciding vote to blow it up was cast by the
police agent in the group. James Pierson, a
police agent who became Jerry Rubin's

s~J·

by Marnie Fournier

bodyguard during the Democratic Party
Convention last fall was the leader of the
group who pulled down the American flag
and thereby precipitated one of the- many
police riots in Grant Park . ·
If any of these police agent provacateurs
were not police, their actions would be condemned as criminal, _ violent, anti-social,
and subversive. Severe legal action would
be taken against them. In my opinion it is
exceedingly dangerous to allow police to
~ngage in activities which are criminal and
urge others to do so as well . Allowing such
agents to operate freely i:, a key sign that
America is being transformed into a police
state. I urge President Sachs and the Administration of NISC to publicly air their
views about thiS- problem in the very near
future. It is my feeling that President Sachs
should issue a strong statement condem11=
ing undercover police agents who incite
and provoke others to commit illegal acts
for the purposes of police entrapment!
·
Dan Stern

GREENBERG QUITS YD'S!
After consideration of my role as Presi·dent of Young Democrats, I feel that this
organization offers me less than nothing,
and not much m<>re to anyone else. With
that \fl mind I am offering my organization
to the Hon. Griff D . Pitts, associate Dean of
Students. Dean Pitts has offered the services of his office during the infamous
"Coffee Hour" to recruit for YD's.
I would, however, like to thank the

PRINT for bringing attention to the YD's,
since Ken D av is is a secret .agent who has
infiltrated the ranks of YD's. Lately this is
nothing unusual and since YD's, YR's and
other ridiculous status quo organizations
offer nothing except more of the same, I
have resigned forever any association with
these organizations.
Chuck Greenberg

SUMMER WORI( PLANNED
125 specially selected sophomore and junior level college students will have an opportunity to work for approximately 8
weeks during the summer of 1970. They
will be hired by the nu m ber of agencies
which are participating in the program
planned to assist students in exploring social work as a possible career. It is NOT
meant for students who are merely looking
for a summer job; only for stude nts interested in these career areas.
Interested students must follow a set procedure: they must fill in the special app lication form and have letters of reference
· from a faculty member who knows the student. For full particulars concerning the
application , the letter of reference and the
due date (March I , 1970), students should
see the notice posted on the Placement bulletin board.
Students accepted for the program will be
placed in both public and priva!e social
agencies serving fami"lies, .children, the

MR. KELLY HEADLINER
FEATURE OF NISC CONCERT

aged, physically hand icapped, mental
health and hospital social service departments, probation and parole, day camps,
neighborhood centers, as well as in the Wei. fare Cou ncil. Salaries for paid positions
range from $60.00 to $75.00 per week. Liv
ing facilities are sometimes provided.
0

Mr. Kelly headliner, Turley Richards,
will sing with the honesty of now at I p.m .
Thursday Nov. 20, in the NISC auditorium.
Sponsored by the N ISC Concert series,
the 26-year-old poet-musician, Turley, will
explore both beauty and pain while living
what he sings at his only appearance_here.
Richards generates excitement by re'fil:fiing
into his own soul. His fire will begin touching the minds of the NISC audience with
the powerful impact of his style a nd lyric.
Turley's message media are his voice and
guitar. They open the road to ideas of emotions. He takes Gospel, jazz, blues and rock
and fuses them into a sensual experience.
The feeling began at an early age with
Turley. It was created as he taught himself
to sing and play his guitar. At 14, he started
singing with local Gospel a nd R & B
groups. The experience formed the basis of
his music today . .
Turley later worked various local TV
shows and clubs. His Gospel and R & B
sound developed and expanded as he explored · with jazz. He left Charleston, W.
Va. at 21, coming to New York to serve
his apprenticeship in various small bars
and clubs throughout the c ity, experimenting with hi s music to find his own style .

Warne r Brothers heard him and immediately signed him to a lo ng term contract
not only to record for them, bu t to publish
his- original songs as well. Shortly afterward, Buddy Howe, chairman of the board
of Creative Management Associates, was
introduced to Turley's music and personally signed Turley for CMA.
As a result, in the last three months, Turley has appeared o n the Dave Garraway
show, the David Frost show, the Tonight
show, the Mike Douglas show, the Dennis
Wholey show and is now booked for major
club and college concert dates throughout
the country.
Turley lives in Manhattan, is single and
enJoys people and his music. Next to his
music, Turley's pride is his prize Rhodesian
~idgeback. Turley takes his dog, Kion, with
him whenever possible on dates. Kion has
captured the fancy of people wherever Turley has played . Turley looks forward to a
total career in music both as an entertainer
.and a writer.
_T ? characterize the nature of Turley's
ongmal composition, you find that his
songs say what your mind says to be
true ...when you are alone ..... .

LANGUAGE CLUBS WELCOME
.FOREIGN STUDENT S
T he language c lubs of Northeastern are students and teachers of the foreign exsponsoring a reception to we lcome foreign change program of the Ch icago Board of
exc hange students and teachers who are Education. Exchange members of North· visiting the Chicago area . The language eastern's facu lty will also attend.
Refres hments are free a long with interclubs will welcome these visitors Tuesday
night the 24th at 7:00. The informal gath- esting discussion.
ering will take place in the facu lt y dining
Thi s function is presented by the
room.
· French. German. Russian. and Spanish
Invitations have been sent to exc hange C lubs . A ll are invited.

Student applicants must have attained the
age of 19 years. A basic in.terest and genuine
liking for people, together with warmth,
maturity, a nd flexibility, are necessary . A
SINCERE INTEREST IN EXPLORING
SOCIAL WORK AS A POSSIBLE CAREER CHOICE IS A REQUIREMENT.
Academic standing must indicate an intellectual capacity to undertake graduate
edui::ation . .
VOLUNTEERS : A limited number of po- .
sitions offering the same valuable experience as paid jobs will also be available
for those who can work as volunteers. Volunteers should follow same app lication
procedures as do paid workers.

DUMB ·
COLUMNIST
RAPS HIS BOSS

chance ." It is worth the pain because it re- ·
stilts in deepened knowledge as well as wisdom.
Mrs. Dorine ,Williams, an English major
from Des Plaines .... Sees some young things
taking minor points so seriously that an o ld:
er studen t would skip."'
Dear Ken Davis,
Mrs. Wi lliams went on to state differIn reference to t he first sentence in the
ences in school when she attended during
t hird paragraph of tod~ ~s 1Nsig6t. • Yes
her teens and now as she returns as a: ma ture
•
I
you are .
Dav~ Gree n· adult. ··There seems to be less emphasis on
attendance than there once was."1
Ed. Note : No we're not. You -are.
She said. ·11'he re is either extreme dedication or complete noncha lance , in the
(cont. from page 2)
f
A bride at N ISC was overheard 1saying, younger student rather than sorting out
··w he n you are mar ried . college has rhore· what makes sense. The younger student
does not have the ~teady pace as striven for
mea n ing because you have definite lgo ls ."
by t he· o lder student...
U ndoubtedly she went to college the ;first
1
Her first ' impressions on coming bac k ...
time around to land a man . 1:'JbW~ a f uccess
smoking in · c lass ... faddish apparrel...inat that. she felt she cou ld concentrate on
structors warning students about lang uage
studies in a field which might help 'to s upthey will hear. .. instructors articulating
port a family.
thi s in class.,
i
An older student said he ... "takes course
··There · is not the pre-occu pation with
work more seriously and has flad more, experience in his particular field of study be- extra-curricular activities at NISC as there
cause he ha s had time to m ull ove r d e - would be seen at a resident schoo1. ··
"The re is a great deal of bringing current
cisions and an opportunity to try on a field
events into class work ... and to be perfectly
for size:·
Return;ng to the fields of academe in the honest. I think things are better now. infoc• •••••
mid -twenties is a ..... time for a second matity included .··

''PRINT is tuffer than TKE!.:' ..

.
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NEW INFORMATION
OFFICER NAMED
Chicago. lllinois--Gerald Cannon has tor ot Public Relations, Cook .Electric
been appointed director of the Office of Company, Chicago a nd Morton Grove, IlPublic Information at Northeastern Illinois linois.
State College, Chicago, Dr. Jerome Sachs,
president, accounced today.
Mr. Cannon attended George WashingMr. Cannon who recently joined the Col- . ton University, Washington, D .C., North
lege, for more than seven years was associ- Carolina State College, Raleigh, North
ated with International Telephone and Carolina and recei.ved his O .D . degree from
Telegraph Corporation in Chicago and
l!Jinois College of Optometry.
New York City as Manager of Public RelaA member of the C hicago Press C lub,
tions and Advertising-Communications
Mr. Cannon with his wife Ruth and chilGroup of North America. For six years pri- dren, Faith, age 12 and Neal, age 7 reside in
or lo his association with ITT, he was direc- Glenview, Illinois ."

HOLIDAY FOOD
CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED
Last Monday the Sociology Club kicked
off their Holiday food program. For those
of you who haven't gotten around to kick ing in some foodstuffs, this is a reminder
that the food ~ill be distributed to needy
and hungry people throughout the city of
Chicago wi thout regard to politics, re ligion, race, or a ny other variable, aside from
hunger. There is a ta ble outside the auditorium for colletion . Other locations for collection points in thP. school are the two

lounges and the PRINT office E-45 under
the North Dining Hall. Needed are nonperishable foods such as canned goods,
baby food, powdered or canned milk, cereals, etc. Perishable foods such as milk,
cream meat, etc. can 't be accepted as there
is no facility for refr ige ration available. Fiscal contributions will ~ accepted gratefufly to purchase these commodities. For safety sake, we suggest that any money contributed be put in an envelope to prevent its
inopportune loss.
·

Delbert
Breckenfeld's
2nd Column
_,;,r ' .

. It seems that just about every new~pa per cussing the rumors of a bootlegged Bob LJyand magazine has done an article con- lan album. He was certain that no such alcerning the death. or life if vou prefer. of bum existed and even it if did, he said that
Paul McCartney . H o wever, with all the so- there would be no way it could be legally
called "evidence," they are still missi ng sold because Dylan is still under contract
one point.
with Columbia. Contrary to his belief a
The months after the close of 1965 bo?tlegged Bob Dylan album is presently
marked a major tu rnin g point in the caree rs bem g sold at choice record stores all over
of the Beatles. With the release of " Rubbe r the United States. The album, appropriateSoul," they turned from merely being teen ly referred to as " The Great White Wonidols, into a tre mend ous musical force, der," includes two LP's (four sides)

NISC DEBATES IN ELMHURST
by Mamie Fournier

Northeastern Illinois State College sent
three teams from the NISC Forensics
Union to debate at Elmhurst-college Nov. 7
~nd 8.
The team of Marty Zelenietz and Ted
Demos was affirmative. It won four rounds
and lost one round 19· Bradley University,

Peona .
The team of Jan Marmitt and Roger
Hanna was also affirmative. It won four
rounds and lost one round to Northwestern
university .
The team of Tom Kwitt and Kathy Frazier took a negative stand. It lost three
rounds to Northwestern, Bradley and
_ Loyola universities .

"If a man does not know what port he is sailing to, .no wind is favorable" - Socrates
·

VETERANS

KEEP THOSE GI CHECKS COMING IN

If you are in school under the GI Bill. . you !Ill!.!!
do these things to get paid:-

0
0

Turn in your Veterans Administration Certificate of Eligibility to .your college at the time you register

If you change your· mailing address ... inform both t~e
VA and the Post Office immediately

e

If you change your .course or college,
d new Certificate of Eligibility

0

Inform VA immediately of any dependency changes .. .
marriage, births, deaths, divorce

e

At the end of the college· term, return the Certificate of
Attendance which will be sent you by VA

apply to VA fo·r

· You have earned your first check at the end of the month
in which you start classes.... Qnd it should _come to you
within a reasonable perio'd. If it does not, check with your
registrar to make certain that your Certificate of Eligibility
was processed and returned to VA . If it was,, then ask
your nearest VA office for help.

progressing forward , e xploring new fields
and areas of popula r music. During this
time, McCartney bega n to emerge as a major, guiding influence in the direction of the
group. Paul was responsible for the writing
and performing such classics as "Elinor
Rigby," "Hey Jude," " Here, There and
'E ve rywhere," "M ichelle," and "Get
Back." He is also credi ted with the origina l
ideas behind the theme and nature of the
programmed albu m, "Sgt. Peppers' Lone ly
Hearts Club Band," w hich is still considered one of the most influential albums of
our ti me. Along with this, he has progressed
from a mediocre ba.<;s player into a musical
" genius." Even in to " Abbey Road," his
bass and vocal styles are among the best.
If it is true, as the e vidence tends to show,
that the real McCart ney died in 1965 , the n
a ll of the aforementioned musical achiev~ments belong, not to the original pre- I 965.
Pau l McCartney, bu t to the person who has
taken hi s place since then . Yes, the rea l
McCartney died in 1965, a long with "Love
Me Do," " She Loves You," and " I Wanna
Hold Your Hand ."
About two mon t hs a go, a promotion ma n
from Columbia records and I were dis-

wrapped in a completely white jacket, with
no lettering on the discs whatever. Howe ver, it is not on display and. can only be
pu rchased, "under the counter," for $6.50
u p to $11.50 .
The songs are believed to be record ed on
a small tape recorder, in a hotel room and at
a li ve performance with the Band. These
tapings took place at an early stage in Dyla n's career and contain many previously
u nrecorded songs like "Mighty Quin,"
"Wheels of Fire," " Baby Please Don't
G o ," and "Candyman." The recording
was originally used to present new material
for groups such as Peter, Paul , and Mary.
Howe ver, the tapes were somehow stolen
and were pressed into a limited number of
d iscs by an unknown · party.
Among other untitled numbers, the albu m also contains a few Dylan monologues.
D yl a n rapping with Pete Seeger, and an
a bu ndance of Dylan mistakes. However·,
aside from ~he very poor quality of the
ta pes, the freshness and sponta neity gives
the album its value. For Dylan fans,. it's a
collectors item. For anyone else, it's worth
hearing--once.
(Next week - An interview with a progressi ve rock disc jockey)

ART Su pplies
Custom Silver
& Stone J e wel_ry_
1land Wrought by

We hav e What
You f..Jeed!

.Student
Discou nt

/~

\1/

,· ~-Q

--"

'R ICH'S HO BBYVILLE
3838 N , Cicero Ave.
545-0271
Chicago,

UI.

1

"l

Beverly Wright
Pins
Rings
Tie Tacks
Call DI 8-2062
Pendants
or

.....................
Financial Aids
Ext. 451

-.

Term Papers Theses typed •
: 8e~t ,YtoiatSltop
IBM typewriter
•
'*• FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS*
50c per Page
3358 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE .
:
*
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
*
Call Mrs. Colen
*
PHONE 478-6276
*
:
NICK G . K~T~o,uu~
*
338 -5242

~···················'
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from Ken Davis

T

forcements. A couple ofthe "leaders" arLast Thursday a good friend and I were
r ived, and they attempted to move us by
innocently wandering through the North
assurin g us that the fu nction they had
Dining H a ll , when the overwhelming urge
planned, some kind of a dance and rock festo stop and eat struck us. We made our modest purchases, and sought a comfortable ' tival, was an effort to serve the people.
" Who are you serving?" we challenged.
area in which to sit. For some reason the
Are you serving the masses in the other dinSouth Hall was far ~ore crowded than usuing room who are fo rced aga inst their will
al, and the North hall was almost empty,,but
to eat in a dirty, overcrowded room?" Infor a handful of people moving furniture
deed , we asserted, these pig elitists were, in
around .
We selected clean chairs in the middle of fact, the very cause of the oppression of
those underprivi leged m asses .
the room, spread out our culinary delights,
a nd began to nibble, when we were confronted by a group of demanding, arrogant
" Have we no longer the right to eat in t he
· students, insisting that we "beat it", and
peo ple's cafeteria?" we inquired? "Not
w hen we have something else planned go elsewhere. This group had decided that
so methi ng for the benefit of the entire
it wanted to use our cafeteria for other pu r•
campus!"i a he1!~h~n l}!S~ .nded. S~U !e

The University of Rochester. New York.
has received a grant from the Esso Education Foundation to develop a " reliable
method eva luating th\;! teaching effectiveness of college professors ... Three current ly
used methods of eva luation are the opinions
of deans and department heads , opinions of
other teachers and student evaluation by a
questionaire . In previous studies, only student opi nions had bee n s hown to be reliable, but most cam puses evaluate teach ing
by the first two methods. The co-director of
the -study, Prof. George Benstan, commented, "Most universities don't make any
forma l attempt to find out whether a person
can teach or is teachihg. Unless we can develop an evaluation proceedure which .is accepted by faculty and stude nts and implemented by administrators,_the resources of
our universities mi ght not be directed suf- .
fic iently to teaching until; perhaps, student
unrest forces a change ."
Pity poo r "Lagos." As if it doesn't have
enough trouble gaining an identity (golden
Frito?), pranksters a re showing it a pretty
bad time. Some " forei gn substance" was
thrown into the pool in whic h the sculpture
rests, turning the water deep purple. Illinois
State security police said that th e substance
was unknown to them , but a n unnamed perso n said he knew for sure it was a clothing
dye.
If anyone starts wondering where taxes
go beside paying off m ilitary " implements
of destruction" and politician 's salaries,
look at the Illinois tax funds to operate colleges and universities for I 969-70: U of Ill i n o i s $ I 5 2 , 1 4 4 , 0 0 0 ; Southern
$75,477,000, Northern $31,910,000; NISC

~

•,

l

J

' (

$8,544.000 ; Governors State College
$266,000, Sangamon State $1,528,000; Ill i no i s State $25,093.000; Western
$16,453,000; Eastern $14,444,000; statewide boards $2,596,000; aid to jr. colleges
$37,982,000; East St. Louis State J .C.
$750,000; st udent awards and loan programs $30,305 ,000. Total: $405.077.000 : a
35% increase . Illinoi s ranks 15 in spe nding
money for higher education .
Eastern has suggested the creation of a
department of journalism, effecti.ve for the
fall quarter.of 1970. The Curriculum Committee .qf the College of Letters, al}d Sciences has passed a proposal separating journalism from the English departrnent, also
offering a major as well as a r:ninor~ in this
fiel<;l.,Now the proposal awaits action PY, the
Council on Academic affairs who n:iust appro_ve it before President Quincy Daudna
can present it to the Board ofGovernqrs.
Twelve of the church rel a'ted cplleges affiliated with the Central States College Association are conducting a five- year study
to examine the m ajo r factors which relate to
the developement of li beral "1rt i;tu~e nts.
Centering on the class ' 73 , tl;ie study,.will
fo llow the current freshinen through their
studies and the year following their graduation . The prima ry purpose of the study is
to determine how College Life affects students pa rticularly in values and attitudes.
The CSCA colleges participating in the research are Manchester and Val paraiso University, Augustana MacM urray, and Mundelein Colleges in Illinois ; Luther and Simpson Colleges in Iowa; Carroll College in
Wisconsin, and Gustavus Adolphus College and St. John's University in Minnesota.

;I

Above: Nature Editor M.L. Gasfrill demonstrates his solidarity with the hundreds of oppressed people in the South Dining Hall bv raising his clenched fist in anger. Below: Editor
Ken Davis is shackled to his chair for speaking against leader Steve Mandell. He was later
bound and gagged.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
For Sale - like new '63 Ford Custom - a real honey.,· ,
Needs new trans, eng ine bur,ns 2 qts . per wk. Mufffe r pretty bod, other features. New battery, radio
speaker, windshield wiper. Great buy for automotive handyman. Used only week-days to 'transport
e ditor to Metropolitan Printing co. $500 or best offer. Contact Ken in PRINT office any old time.
Thanks.
, r
J<>onne, Juliano and Jennife r. ore going to be in the
A~ditorium on Decem be; l st C:t 8 :00 P.M. Are yo ~?
__ ; NISC C.0.
··
'

, ~' ... '
J>eor.,,Sid: \Nher.e qre • you? I miss y'py ., How dp you expect me to get by without you'r intelligent outlooks on life? -- Signed -- a dissatisfied customer ,
(And you all con take that ory way you 1/k~!)

To All you people who hove musfoc n e i: YOU BEA
To All you people who hove mustac hes : YOU BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE, YOU! !H ----MG ·

To our Readership : Start bringing in some funny
1 '
classifieds ----Lynn wilt luv you for it .

Psych . Majors note: Excellent case study in schizophenio available cheap. Contact B. Fropolly - PO
5- 1313
J P.2000 -- Try Liste rine, it really works .. . in your. case,
use a little extra . ----JM 5756
Wonted, Pennies, Leave at Print office for C. Biddle
Bobbi, I love you, Col.
Profes sionally run groups for engaged or married
couples. Coll 973-0248.

Mickey . and I are not stupid, and we
know our rights. We have seen and, as journalists, covered our share of -demonstrations. Admitting to a professional bias, I
would venture to say that we are usu;,tll y
sympathetic to the more leftish view, that
public facilities belong to the people, not to
an elitist ruling class. We had never participated in a demonstration, but we were probably what could best be described as "silent
radicals".
In this situation we were put up against
. the wall by the pig power structure. In order
not to cause a commotion, but to maintai n
our dignity, we quietly me ntioned to the
bullies who were threatening us that the
cafeteria belonged to the people, and that
our right of free assemb ly was being a bridged. 'Ne s tated that, until they c-0uld .
produce a document proving that the cafeteria had- been officially assigned to them
for the afternoon , we would not leave . In
fact. we dared. we would have to be carried
out physically.
Sensing that their position w.,s 'r<?fllin_g
under attack. the, bullies called .for •rein-

t fast, though now o ur tab le had been upset, and our chairs brutally whipped from
neath us. We raised our fists to the sky,
ju<it as we had seen cou ntless demonstrators
and activists do when for ced to the wall, and
we screamed, "Power to the people! Off the
pigs! Smas_h the pig power structure!"
But it was no use. ne of the leaders
turned to · an assistant a nd muttered, " Go
call campus secu rity a nd have them removed."
_
Well, if there's anything we learned from
the weatherman we admire so much , it is
that a police force is the b rutal arm of any
oppressive pig establishment, and once
they' re called on the scene, you can be sure
there'll be some heads busted. There were
o nl y two of us, so we dec ided to chicken out
and ru n.
Once the bosses of any politically suppressive machine are faced with a challenge
they c an not answer - a c halle nge like the
o ne we had presented io these bullies, they
must resort to police tactics. So we got out
and let the Peace Counc il ~oll:l,its Dick Nix- ,
o n-Bjlj Frnpolly. mem rial rock festival.

Al: That was a beautiful sign but I don't believe it!
Sirs: Please disregard Col Biddle's letter .. ;the ad he
was soeo ki na of was placed in the paper, speaking
entirely about a certain person' s ego complex.--Thonk you, John Hogan
PERSONALS
Dear Mom & Dad , You ore cordially ;nvited to attend my debut with NISC C.O. Dec . 1st at 8 :00
P.M. -----Love, Moris

A small Poem
Dedicated to
Hungry Astronauts

Life on a new planet
will be so sweet,
Just think of al I
the new to eat!
...... sid schwartz

To A.O. in DeKalb : Please come home soon, Duchess
and I miss you . -----S.T.

THE FLIP SIDE
3314 W. FOSTER• 478-1490
STEREO l.P.'s-$3. 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5 .50
MONAURAL l.P.'s-$1.00

HOURS ,
OAllY I0-5 ,30
MON & THUR 10-9
SAT 10.5

25c off on a
$3 Purchase with
this ad!
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Nature Corner

by M. L.
G asfrilJ

Would you believe Mondo Crypto was
engaged in a high stakes, all night phone
call (which he lost) and couldn't write a column for your wonderful 7-irgin minds? How
about M .C. was waylaid by a band'"of Sudaneese highwaymen and robbed of his infinite wisdom (temporarily?) Maybe M.C.
just put it off until the last minute? Actually
the "big Eye" was busy listening to Tony
W . and Jerry S. on the old tube box . I
thought they were really a "groove."
Maybe they'll get their own show. (Truthfully, it was great exposure for our "all but
forgotten" school.)
What I'm leading up to is that there is no
column this week. Mondo forgot to write it.
There are a.few things he has here scribbled
on his shorts. ·
First I was asked to obtain a long range
weather forecast for all of you marvelous
thingies out there in newspaperland. Indoors: fair and warmer, clear with only a 5
per cent chance of showers except 90 in
the bathroom. Winds will be light averaging
.1-.2 MPH except when Milhouse is on
the "window to the White House."
Outdoors: Cloudful and very cool with a
chance of almost anything except in and
around Lincolnwood where it's always fair
weather and the sky's such a blue you
wouldn't believe. ·
One liner for the week : Spiro Agnew.
Aries: Congratulations on the long black
growth out of your right ear.
.
.
Taurus: About the classified fast week, it
was you hon.
Gemini: In the next mail you will receive
a time bomb in the form of a plain white
envelope. This is a plot by mail order Arab
revolutionaries in South Holland .
Cancer: Do something constructive,

outlet a bridge. A riged gap is better than a
naked one.
Leo: A private strawberry is plotting to
sink your Rice Krispies.
Virgo: Disregard any mentiori of your
future, only your hairdresser knows for
sure and that's a sign. So's a billboard.
Libra: You are a very interesting thing
after all, and you started out as such · a
wretch. But then didn't we all?
Scorpio: Your soul will dwell in unending search for peace, truth, beauty and an
honest photographer.
Sagltarius: You have a bad case of republicanitis curable only by long exposure
to life and feeling.
Capricorn: Milhouse is a ram, that's almost funny! ls that why you're laughing?
So is Barry the G.
Aquarius:· How does it feel to be pop cultures answer to the Rennaissance? Funny
you don't act it.
.
Pisces: Be carefu 1 how you turn on your
lights. Some things are not legal and you
should be very careful who your friends are.
(like Bill who?) Be careful dear, you're
worth more than that.
So you see, M .C. didn't write a column
this week, but does he ever? It just does this
old cracker barrel phi!osopher-king proud
to see the PRINT (the oracle of the strange,
lonely, but rather gullable masses) do so
well, all the great new faces and columns,
it's wonderful isn't it, let's hear it for the
PRINT. Jay, you were marvelous. Ken
who? Thank- you Cindy. It's a witticism.
Say, did you hear that TKE is givi_n g TURKEY the AXE? or TKE is a TURKEY or
something like that. (dig that last sentence,
then bury it!) Say I'm sick of this, solongguys.

I suppose that you have all heard about
the old axiom stating that the intelligence of
a woman is inversely proportional to the
size of her breasts (boy, did that one shake
the Church) . Well, the same holds true for
mustaches, only in the opposite sense.1
Many people have questioned me on my
reasons for possessing one and my reply is
always the same; that it's an integral part of

CLUBS HOLD OPEN HOUSE
There will be a Russian and Ukranian
Open House this Friday night at 7:30 in
Room A I 17. Entertainment and refreshments will be offered .
Every.one is invited to this enjoyable
evening of dancing. drinking and eating. A
donation of 25c is requested. Tickets are

.••

available in advance from members of the
Russian Club.
The Russian Club will . meet Tuesday
the 18th in Room A I 09 at the I :00 activity hour. All those who are interested in
attending the Open House or interested in
the .trip to the Soviet Union are invited .

TKE RAFFLES. TURKEYS

··························································:
••
••

Tau Kappa Epsilon, the NISC fraternity,
announced last week the resumption of its
traditional turkey raffle. Three turkeys will
.be given away this year, one each day from
November 24-26.
On November 24 and 25, frozen 20 lb.
birds will be given away, and on the final
day, November 26, a Hve turkey will be the
prize.

.••
•

•

my character and personality. You see,
mustaches are proportional (directly) to a
man's virility, ingenuity, creativity, intelligence, and bubbling personality.
(Please note my picture on the head). That's
why I am the way that I am. So, if you want
to be virile, ingenious, creative, intelligent,
and bubbling, go on out and raise, grow, or
cultivate your very own 'stash' .
P.S. Put that in your pipe and smoke it,
Norman Vincent Peale!

Raffle tickets are now available from any
l'KE member for ten cents. Tickets will be
available until the final day.
The proceeds from the turkey raffle will
be put toward the development of a scholarship fund in memory of Ray Schellong, the
track star who died last year. TKE hopes to
run the raffle every year, in order to offer a
scholarship to a promising athlete.
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The following persons have not been measured for their caps and gowns. Please •
• come to Student Services, E-2 I 9 as· soon as possible.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
Alenik, Wayne D.
Alex, Mary E.
Babecki, Esther E.
· Baine, Ruthie M.
Biggins, Robert A.
Bookstein, Harvey
Cohen, Daniel A.
Cole, Howard
Conklin, Lilius S.
Cozzi, Gregory M.
· cullitan, Frank T.
DeTolve, Francis J.
Dickstein, Barbara
Donahue, Michael H.
Drucker, Karen
Dyer, Phyllis G.
Dziewior, Marilyn P.
Fa,m.icchi ~ Alexander J.
. Ferson, Gary W.
,
Fredrickson' Janice Lee
Gladson, Kathleen K.
Goodman, Gerald
Granato, Jan.es M.
Hollander, Laura· L. ·
Hughes Rosa J
•
•
James~ ';I'homas F. ·
•,
Kaden ., ~leanor · R.
Kemp, Walter T.
Klein, Frank p.
•

Marshall, Belen R.
Mason, Marie
Michoulam, Rhoda L.
.Negron, Eddie M.
Paeth, Beverly A.
·Paoletti, Fernando
Quiir.by, Victoria A.
Riegel, Marilyn R.
Robinson, Judith N.
Rome, J. Bradley .
Rosenfeld, Beverly H.
Skonberg, Joseph E.
Wallace, Margaret H.
Willirut.s, John M.
Wodiakowski, Mary C.
Yun., Donna D.
Zickefoose, David C.
Zientek, Camille J.
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:
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•
•
:
•
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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FREEZE FOR.PEACE

•
•
•

"We'll fre,eze for peace!" "It may be
warm in Viet Nam, but it's better to be here
and be cold!'.' The temperature was in the
twenties and a cold wind was blowing in off
the lake. People were huddling together and
jumping around to ke~p warm. It was too
cold for the band to play because it would
ruin their instruments. That was the scene
by the Grant Park Bandshelt during last
Friday's Moratorium rally. The first two
statements seemed to be the battle cries of
the people gathered to protest continuing
American involvement in the Vietnamese
war. The police were there sitting in their
cars for a while, but it was too cold for them
and they soon left. The various network
news media crews were also in attendance
for but a short time. \twas just too cold for
people to stand aro und or watch or listen .
The protestors stayed. They stood there.
·•• •'T hey watched. They listened . They darn
• near froze, but they didn't leave.
:
The question is, why did a group of
MASTER 'OF ARTS ' '
• people which would be considered a goodl
: crowd under any circumstances and was
Cordt, Peter H.
: amazing in size considering the weather
Dreuth, Monica (Mrs : )
• stayandsufferthe cold? Manywerewaiting
: for buses to arrive to tal(e them to WashingDuke, Penelope W. · (Mrs.)
: ton . But , good gosh, tht?re was a nice' warm
Fuchs, Carol . (Mrs ; ) ·,
• museum across the street and from the
Ger.shll',an, Bernard ,E.
: doo rwa y you could see 'if the bu ses were
Jarka, Renetta M. (Miss)
• there yet. It only cost a quarter to get in to
Morrisroe, Margaret s. (Mrs ) : the museum and if you had a student I.D. it
Mot·affaf, MadJ. id (Mr.)
· : was free. But people sta'yed out in the cold.
Kutchinsky, Fred N •
• No one stayed to hear the band, they an-'
Lau, Richard A.
Plager, Rochelle ·I.;. ,
• .: nouncedatthebeginningthattheycouldn't'
Lonze, Thomas R.
Rice, Marion Fay
: subject their instruments to the cold. Did
• people stay to hear the speakers? We doubt
: it. The people could have guessed.what the
• professional speakers would say: end the
••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••• .': war and support
· the'
·black liber~t~
on
'I
I
( .'.II'
.

•

•

I

struggle. Some said that any violence would
be out of place in the Peace movement
while others said that it sometimes became
necessary. But all the people knew what
they would say. Other speakers from Chicago area high schools and colleges were
there to say what was being done on their
campUlleS. NISC's four foot package of
peace, Jules Beuck, spoke saying what the
Peace Council is doing here and about the
various food programs here. But if p,eople
, stayed around to hear the speakers from
their own schools and their friends' schools,
why didn't they leave after that?
They wouldn't have missed the Professiorral speakers because they spoke first.
Some people stood on the fringes for a short
time with signs . saying "Gas the ' peace
freaks"' but we doubt if people stayed just
to SP,ite these few. For one thing, the count·er pi-otestors didn't stay around in the cold
any longer than the police or the networks.
It was' a·situation designed to drive anybody
not firmly committed to the movement
away qu ~ckly. But people stayed. The rally
started a bout one o'clock and the buses
weren' t to arrive until four. At three-thirty
the ma rshafs suggested that since every-· body was cold why didn't they go get a c up
of coffee a nd warm up a bit and then come
back in time to either board the buses or
give the passengers a good send-off. Only
then did people leave in any large numbers,
·and most of them came back even if they
weten't.due to get on a bus .
All along we have been asking why the
people stayed. Could it be that their desire
to see an end to U .S. involvement in Viet
Nam made it worthwhile to stand in the
cold in a park all afternoon to show this?
We think so .
' ' ' ,1
,•• , : / ,;,.
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The Northeastern PRINT

the

Dave
Green
Report
Last week I made an appeal for a Ping Pong tournament to be held at Northeastern . I
thought it would be a good add iti on to the intramural program a t our school. Well, it looks
as if someone else thought so too . When I wrote the bit last week I was n't aware that a
table te·nnis tournament is already included in the Intramural program and will be starting
as soon as the Decathlon for men is over. Trophies will be awarded for I st, 2nd and 3rd
place and all the sc hools best pongers. are going to _be participating for the honor of being
Top Pong. The tournament s hould sta rt around December first,•why not go ou t and see
how your game stacks up against other ponge rs of Northeastern.
·
I mentioned the Decathlon that is presentl y bei ng run. T hose guys that were interested
met last Thursday and participated in three of the events that make up the Decathlon .
It might be proper at this time to tell you what exactly the Decathlon entails as it is run at
Northeaste rn. The key to the Decathlon is versati lity . A contestant must have some proficiency in a number of different events.
There are ten events in the NISC Intramural Decathlon . They are: 60 yd. Dash, Reach
jump, Pullups, Softball throw, Football kick , Standing Broad jump, 50 yd. Swim, 25 free
· throws, Shot put, a nd the 660 yd. Run . The corifestants compete in all these and score·
points in each event. The winner is the man with the best overall perfor mance.
Eleven men were brave enough to sign up for the Decathlon competition . They are listed below with their score for the first three events.

Waltersdort
Mitrovic
Chudnow
Herrman
Bass
Nowinski
Laley
Gill
Harrison
Anderson
Roman
T

60 yd. das_~_
7.1 sec
6.7 sec
8.0 sec
6.8 sec
6.8 sec
7.1 sec
7.9sec
7.4 sec
7.0 sec
7.2 sec
7.2 sec

Football kick
40 yd
39 yd
39 yd
46yd
37 yd
51 yd
30 yd
37 yd
49 yd
36 yd
53 yd

-•

ufours De
SPECIALIZING IN LUNCHES

COCKTAIL HOUR
Every Tuesday

660 Yd. Run
l.49
l.46
2.00
1.33
1.32
1.44
1.54
1.53
1.49
l.42
1.42

NICKEL NIGHT
4 p.m. to 7 p·.m.
CHICAGO BEARS HOME GAMES
TELEVISED IN COLOR
6213 N. Mil WAUKEE, CHICAGO
open 11:30 a.m. to ??? 792-2129

Gymnastics will be getting under way in a fe w more weeks and the cl ub or team has just
elected a captain. Or in this case two co-ca p tain s. They are Davia Baldauf and Pat Gallager.
I was shuffling through my files yesterd a y and happened to no tice the Swimming
Teams sc hedule for the-. upcoming swim season. It struck me that I didn't print the
schedule when I received it some time ago. So l am rectifying the error now by giving it
to you in black and white right on the page. Here it is.

DATE
December 3 Wednesday
December 9 Tuesday
December 13 Saturday
January 14 Wednesday
January 17 Saturday
January 24 Saturday
January 30 Friday
February 7 Saturday
February 14 Saturday
February 20 Friday
March 6 Friday
March 7 Saturday
March 13& 14 Friday &
Saturday
March 19,20,21 ,Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday

Coach
Ron Faloona
Captain
John Lachman

Varsity Swimming Schedule
SCHOOL ·Wright (Practic~ meet)
Triton T.C. (practice meet)
1.1.T.
Illinois Chicago Circle
North Park
Wheaton College
Wabash College
Rockford (Relays)
Rockford College
North G entral C ollege
Rockford College
Chicago I nter-Collegiates
District 20 N .A .1.A.
National N.A.I.A.
C hampionsh ip

PLACE
Home
Home
I.LT.
Circle
Home
Home
Home
Rockford College
Rockfo rd College
North Cen tral
Home
1.1.T.
George Williams

TIME
3:00
3:00
2:30
3:30
3:30
2:00
3:30
11:00
2:00
4:00
3:30
9:00
10:00

DOUBLE
S&H &REEN STAMPS
-With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY- DAY of the Week

Northeastern Illinois
State College
Bryn Mawr*
St. Louis
Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Telephone JU 3-4050
Extension 353

I was standing around the pocket billiard hall yesterday. passing the time away by talking·
to the curator. Mr. David Meiss ner. We were discussing the possibilities of a Billiard
Tournament ever gracing the pool hall of good ole Northeastern. We came to the conclusion that there should definitely be so me so rt of competition here . Where the disagreement came in however (you see Dave and I never agree for too long) was on the
question of handicaP1f)ing. Dave thought there shou ld be some system of Handicapping to
even out the competition. I thought it should be an open tournament to find the best pool
player at the school. With this I said the PRINT in the upcoming trimester would sponsor
the first annual pocket billiards tourn·a ment. Dave then shot back with "not on my tables
you're not." Dave has this fatherly thing abo ut his tabJes but don ' t worry fans by the
time the tournament is happening good friend Dave Meissner will have relented and
allowed you to hold your tournament.
If you are interested in a tournament come down to the PRINT office and tell me how
you think it shou ld be run. I am always op.; n to constructive opinions.
If you had to guess how much the lone Foos ball machine rakes in during one week in
the pool hall~ how much would you say? Tha t ' s like the old proverb "How much Foo s
would a fooser foos if a fooser could Foos foo s"
I'm authorized by the business department to give away one free game of Foosball to
the person who comes the closest to the correc t amount of mone y taken by that game
during the week of November I l th. Of course employees of Mrs. Zimmermann and their
frie nd s are not eligible . Just bring the guess down to the PRINT office and give it to me.
When in a tough spot remember the words of Jim Skonberg. '"Give up ... Back to rforr nal
Bear Fans. Watch for a Hawk slump a nd a Ranger streak.
Stick with those SOX

-•

588-9365

588-9850

··_ ALVAN'S. STANDARD SERVICE
-

._

~

•

4000
.
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PET.ERSON 'CPETERSl>N ·& PULASKI)
-

•TUNE-UPS
•
• TRANSMISSIONS . STANDARD
• BREAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYSfEMS
• HANO WASH
.
~ TIRES • BATTERIES

•. •
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,

'

•
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•
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FACTORY AUTHORIZEO
SALES & SERVICE
IIARKIV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON All IIAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UN1n

AUTO AIR
·c oNDITIONING

